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Executive Summary

An interdisciplinary design team from BDP has been 

working with the Ashanti Akim Community Organisation 

(AACO) to masterplan and develop an educational 

community campus in Dampong, Ghana.

The AACO is a charity focused on alleviating poverty in 

Ghana’s Ashanti Akim district, which lies four hours north 

of the capital, Accra. 

The vision for the scheme is to improve education 

and nurture the development of young people and 

communities in the region, initially by developing an 

attractive 32 acre educational and community campus on 

the outskirts of Dampong Village. 

The AACO is currently seeking urgent funding to help 

develop the facilities and support increased student 

numbers, which may eventually enable Government 

support. Funding is key to realise the full masterplan, 

not only in constructing and fitting out the new buildings, 

but also in supporting the rising operating costs as the 

student and teacher population grows.

Fourteen designers from BDP have given their time and 

expertise to the project and developed a draft masterplan 

that when complete will eventually provide education and 

community facilities for over 500 students from the region.

The masterplan objectives are to provide multifunctional 

and adaptable buildings, with landscaped open space, 

infrastructure and buildings planned together to give the 

campus a strong sense of identity. This is underpinned by 

a drive for community involvement and the development 

of a flexible framework for growth. Self-sufficiency is a key 

design theme so economic as well as social sustainability 

is central to the development. 

Outlying accommodation and facilities buildings are 

arranged as small ‘horseshoe’ shaped ‘courtyards’ with 

the main educational buildings enclosing larger central 

rectangular spaces called ‘quadrangles’ that can also be 

used to facilitate a range of functions such as meetings, 

open air teaching classes and games.

To date the project, called ‘Jubilee High School’, has 

provided a teaching building, assembly area, dining block, 

toilets and a girls accommodation block.  The masterplan 

has been updated during 2017 to reflect meetings and 

discussions with the AACO and their core development 

team, senior Ghanian Government officials and local 

representatives in Dampong. Many key discussions are 

ongoing.  

We envisage the masterplan will be used as a ‘live’ 

document, with adjustments being made from time to time 

as various elements of the masterplan are delivered on 

site according to need and funding availability.

The challenges are considerable, but we are very excited 

to be working with AACO to help realise their inspirational 

vision of this flagship campus that will deliver hope and 

opportunity to the people of the region.

Robert Spittle, Retired Principal &

Philip Gray, Head of Sustainability & BDP Team Leader

Building Design Partnership

bdp.com
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AACO’s vision for the Jubilee Senior 
High School and Dampong Community 
Campus is…

…to nurture the 
development of 
local people and 
communities in the 
Asuboa, Dampong and 
Kwabeng areas…

…and to improve the 
education, training and 
skills of people of all 
ages in the Asante Akim 
district…

…by providing a focus 
for services, and a 
catalyst for business …

…in a group of new 
buildings and facilities 
within an attractive 
campus setting…

…that can build 
character in our young 
people, pride in our 
home and hope for the 
future

1. Vision
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Masterplan Objectives 2
Buildings are as 
multifunctional and 
adaptable as possible
to make the most of the 
investment of valuable 
resources

Masterplan Objectives 3
Landscape, spaces, 
infrastructure and 
buildings are planned 
together
so that the campus 
has a strong sense 
of identity and the 
development is 
sustainable 

Masterplan Objectives 4
The masterplan 
provides a flexible 
framework for growth
to enable it to be built 
in phases according to 
available resources and 
changing needs 

Masterplan Objectives 5
Construction provides 
opportunities for local 
people  
to help people learn 
new skills and build a 
sense of ownership of 
the campus

To achieve this vision, the masterplan 
for the school and campus will be 
guided by the following objectives:

Masterplan Objectives 1
The local community is 
involved in the design, 
layout and development 
of the campus
to build a sense of 
ownership and ensure 
the facility meets the 
needs of the community 
for generations to come 

Images by Francis Kere Architecture

2. Masterplan Objectives
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Image by Francis Kere Architecture

3. Brief: People and Area Numbers
Ex
ist
ing Ne

w 

Bu
ild
ing
s

Fin
al 
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tal

HIGH SCHOOL ‐ STUDENT NUMBERS
No. Per Unit Students Students Students

Senior High School 30                90                 270                360 
Junior High School 30                180  180
Boarders                16                 424                440 

          90           450          540 

HIGH SCHOOL ‐ INTERNAL FLOOR AREA
Function Building/Facility Accommodation Capacity Area (sqm)  sqm   sqm   sqm 

Senior High School Classroom block 5x classroom 
1x class/office

90 students 330              330                 660                990 

Junior High School Classroom block 5x classroom 
1x class/office

90 students 330                660                660 

Library / IT  / Science / Assembly / Chapel /  Music / 
Gymnasium / Art / Other Specialist Rooms

Varies according to specific use Every 1x Classroom Block generates need for a 
new specialist room

80                480                480 

Senior High School / Accommodation block 2x15 bedrooms  
3x1 bedrooms (house masters) 

Accommodates 30 students & 3 teachers 95                70                 855                925 

Junior High School / Accommodation block 2x15 bed rooms 
3x1 bed rooms (house masters)

Accommodates 30 students & 3 prefects 95                475                475 

Shower/toilet block
2x  Showers
2x6 WC

Serves 2 x Accommodation blocks, i.e. 60 
students

55                55                 495                550 

Dining hall / kitchen block 1x Dining room  
1x kitchen/store

Serves 2x Classroom blocks, i.e. 180 students in 
two sittings

80                80  80                160 

Pavilion Covered area with open sides, for recreation and 
socialising

Serves 2x Classroom blocks 70                70  70                140 

Teachers' Shared House Shared house with individual teachers rooms One house for 6 staff 100                300                300 
Teachers' Family House Family House with private outdoor space For senior teachers/ school warden 100                300                300 

Total Floor Area        605        4,375       4,980 

HIGH SCHOOL ‐ LANDSCAPE, SPORT & FARMING FACILITIES
Area (sqm)  number   number   number 

Playing Field Full size soccer pitch 105 x 68m + 5m run‐off allround 8970             8,970            8,970 
Running track Full size athletics track 160 x 92.5m, with (above) soccer field inside 14800           14,800          14,800 

Ball court For smaller team sports
28 x 15 + 2m run‐off allround; Netball 30 x 15 + 
3m run‐off all‐round

608                608                608 

Table tennis (concrete tables) For competitive and social play 3 x 1.5m 4.5               40.5  45 
Total Floor Area            ‐    15,449    15,453 

COMMUNITY CAMPUS ‐ INTERNAL FLOOR AREA
Area (sqm) sqm sqm sqm

Nursery School Playrooms with associated facilities 90 children, in year groups 0‐2, 2‐3 and 3‐4 250 500               500 
Primary School 2 Blocks ‐ 6x classrooms + 1x class/office 180 students 400 800               800 
Toilet Block 9 WC + 9 WHB 1 WC & WHB per 20 students 55 55 55 

Health Clinic rooms 1 waiting room, 1 treatment room, 1 prep  100 100               100 
Community Multipurpose room 1 multipurpose room with office/storage Youth Club, Music, Arts, Culture, etc. 100 100               100 
Employment Multipurpose room 1 multipurpose room with office/storage Training, Further Education, Literacy, etc. 100 100               100 

Total Floor Area            ‐          1,655       1,655 

AACO HEAD QUARTERS BUILDING ‐ INTERNAL FLOOR AREA
Area (sqm) sqm sqm sqm

Bedrooms
Shower rooms
Kitchen and shared WC Kitchen & 1 x WC Serves 8 occupants or up to 22 for meetings 20 20 
Office 1 x 5 office Accomodates 5 20 20 
Meeting Area 1 x 22 meeting area Accomodates up to 22 60 60 

Total Floor Area            ‐             200          200 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
Area (sqm) sqm sqm sqm

New site access road New landscaped avenue to school entrance Higher specification 200 200
Local loop access route around school Lower specification 600 600
Borehole Potentially additonal depending on the yield 2 x 2m (estimate) 4 4 8 12
Water tower New water tower 4 x 4m (60m3 storage) 16 16 16

Drainage Septic tank New modular septic tank, located near main road 
entrance

4 x 5m (80m3 storage) 20 80 80

Energy Plant room Generators, oil tank, transformers, inverter, PV 
central battery, water storage tank, pumps

10 x 14m 140 140 140

Total Floor Area             4  1044 1048

Water supply

No. of Students
No. of Students
Total Boarders

Education

Total Number of Students

Residential

Community

Pastoral /Residential

Teachers Accomm

Sports

Education

Roads

100               100 Accommodates 84 x 2 Bedrooms, 3 x 1 showers & 4 x 1 WCs

200

The table opposite sets out a list of the 
different anticipated space types, basic 
content data, and people numbers, which 
have been developed with the AACO over 
the course of the masterplan preparation. 

The objective is to provide a mix of buildings  
that can be sensibly accommodated on 
the Dampong Campus site, when the 
masterplan is developed to it’s full extent, 
housing over 500 students. 

This briefing may change and other facilities 
or types of buildings may need to be added 
as a greater priority, and possibly some 
removed if the priorities for the AACO and 
Dampong Village change, so the ‘Brief’ 
should not be viewed as a fixed list.  It is 
only the plan at the current point in time.   

The original masterplan comprising 6 
phases of development from the existing 
site in 2017, to the fully built out masterplan 
of over 500 students, has been omitted 
as it has become clear that development 
is more likely to progress on a building by 
building basis. This is in line with available 
funding and space type need. The people/
area schedule opposite therefore now 
shows the existing buildings capacity/area 
as at 2017, and the fully built out capacity 
of the complete masterplan without the 
interim phases.

The potential people density of the 
accommodation blocks has also increased 
due to the local use of the ‘triple’ bunk beds 
rather than doubles, but this is a flexible 
option.
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The masterplan is a framework within which various 
buildings and facilities can be built over time in a 
logical and coherent manner. The primary masterplan 
content includes:

• Infrastructure (roads, utilities, engineering etc.)

• Landscape (trees etc.) and

• Buildings (educational, residential etc.).

In developing the masterplan, these key principles 
have guided the design proposals and the 
arrangement and function of the site.

The following pages provide commentary on the key 
components that the masterplan is aiming to deliver.

As an example of what can be achieved, we refer 
on each page to similar examples from the campus 
of the University of Legon in Accra, one of the finest 
of its kind anywhere in Africa. We have also used 
photographic images from elsewhere to illustrate the 
intent of the masterplan

4. Development Principles

Accommodation 
Area

Teaching 
area

Access 
road

Main road

Site boundary

< to Dampong

Existing Site Layout (2016)

N
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4.1. Trees
The trees are a valuable asset as they provide shade and 
character to the site, and should only be removed if absolutely 
necessary. While they can be replaced, they take many years to 
grow and their benefits can be lost for considerable time.

4.2 Avenues
The current access road needs to be replaced to facilitate the 
construction of a full-size sports field for the school.

The masterplan proposals will show a new site entrance further 
along the road from Dampong; from here a new avenue rises 
gently up the hill following the existing line of trees remaining. 

This line could be reinforced by planting a new line of large-scale 
trees that will in time, give the avenue more formal character that 
is appropriate to a high school.

Tree-lined avenue, rising gently up the hill, providing 
shade for walkers, and creating a great entrance to 
the University of Legon, Accra

4.3 Playing Field & 
Running Track
Fundamental to the future vision of 
the school is the provision of a new 
sports field and running track. 

Siting this component was a key 
consideration due to its size and 
thus influence over the rest of the 
site. This has to be obvious and 
accessible from the road.

Trees will be retained as far as is 
practical, with new trees planted 
around the playing field edge to 
offer shade.

Playing pitch surrounded by trees at the University of Legon, Accra, providing shade 
and great seating opportunities for spectators

4.4 Spectators’ stand, 
fencing and floodlights
As funds allow, the playing pitch can be upgraded 
with other facilities, for example floodlighting, 
fencing, mobile sport stands, changing facilities, 
storage facilities, training rooms, exercise and 
weights area, etc.

Playing pitch with stand, at the Craig 
Bellamy Foundation soccer academy in 
Sierra Leone
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4.6 New buildings / Facilities
The design of the site is to provide safety, security, free movement 
within, and collaboration between staff and students. 

The proposals see the delivery of new accommodation and toilet 
blocks, new teaching facilities including class spaces and resource 
centres (including IT). New dining blocks and catering facilities will also 
be provided. All will be mindful of the local environment.

An engineering building to facilitate new infrastructure will be provided to 
cater for the increased population as the site is developed.

When new buildings are needed for other uses, e.g. hostel 
accommodation, teacher accommodation, clinic, nursery, workshops, etc., 
locate these on a new quadrangle or courtyard.

• Some of these quadrangles might be smaller, for example for the 
nursery school or clinic.

• Some might be larger, for example for workshops 

• Each can have its own character, through different choices of trees and 
different sized buildings, different proportions of space, etc.

AACO - Hostel Block5th November 2013 GHANA
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SK 007
A3D VIEWS - NOT TO SCALE

VIEW OF EXTERNAL COURTYARD

AERIAL VIEW OF COURTYARD

4.5 New quadrangles
The existing school development has been proposed on the basis of a 
quadrangle. A ‘quadrangle’ is an open area surrounded on all 4 sides with 
buildings, whereas a ‘courtyard’ is a space that can have any number of 
sides. The term is often used in connection with schools and university 
campuses. In the masterplan we use the term ‘quadrangle’ to describe 
the more regular, rectangular large spaces between the classroom blocks, 
and we use ‘courtyard’ to represent the surrounding more intimate spaces 
comprising 2 no. accommodation blocks and 1 no. toilet/bathhouse block.

The principle of ‘quadrangles’ surrounded by ‘courtyards’ provide a clear 
framework for development of the primary School Buildings.

The quadrangle should be of a larger size and with taller trees than the 
accommodation courtyard, but of a similar character.

AACO - Hostel Block5th November 2013 GHANA
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G

SK 007
A3D VIEWS - NOT TO SCALE

VIEW OF EXTERNAL COURTYARD

AERIAL VIEW OF COURTYARD

Quadrangle and buildings at University of Legon, Accra

Shady courtyard by architect Ipeng Kiang

Shady courtyard by architect Ipeng Kiang

Quadrangle with trees, grass and paved areas with simple 
buildings facing onto it at University of Legon, Accra

Simple buildings facing onto a quadrangle at University of Lagon, 
Accra, providing a shady social space at the heart of the campus

Phasing

It is anticipated that the development will be progressively built building 
by building as need and funding dictate.  However, there are some key 
points in the development of the masterplan where substantial funding 
and resources will be required. For example :

1. Drainage piping infrastructure, when the population growth exceeds 
the capacity of local building simple sustainable drainage methods

2. Water, when additional boreholes and tank storage will be required

3. Electrical Power, when facilities are required which exceed the 
capability of solar photovoltaic panels on the roof or when the local 
grid power cabling infrastructure cannot be extended further without 
enlargement work.

4. The football pitch and athletics track which will be a major cost to 
clear the space and build the pitch.  
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5. Masterplan Proposals

5.1 Illustrative Sketch of Full Masterplan

This aerial sketch illustrates the fully built out 
masterplan as the Campus may look a number 
of years in the future.  The actual buildings are 
identified in more detail on the following pages. 

The accommodation block courtyards and even 
some of the larger buildings are shown ‘rotated’ 
in an organic and less regular layout. This is not 
essential but we believe this layout planning form 
gives a less formal and more intimate feel and 
identity to these smaller more private spaces. 

The larger quadrangle spaces between the 
classroom blocks can facilitate a range of 
functions such as meetings, open air teaching 
classes, games etc. 

The football pitch, running track and mobile 
stand are also shown completed as we hope 
they will one day look, close to the road and 
visible through a light layer of trees.  

Trees and bushes are interspersed between the 
buildings and we believe this number and scale 
of buildings are a sensible maximum for the size 
and shape of the site.  

The annotated technical masterplan is shown on 
page 10.
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< to Dampong

Water tower

AACO
Jubilee High School & Community Campus
Draft Masterplan, BDP November 2017

Buildings

Existing buildings

Shared facilities (Dining hall, IT room, Library, etc.)

Landscape

1m contour

Movement

Existing road

AACO
Jubilee High School & Community Campus
Draft Masterplan, BDP November 2017

Buildings

Existing buildings

Shared facilities (Dining hall, IT room, Library, etc.)

Landscape

1m contour

Movement

Existing road

100m

10
0m

^
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General Legend

EXISTING

Existing Site (2016)

Buildings

Existing buildings

New buildings

Shared facilities (Dining hall, IT room, Library, etc.)

Buildings

Existing buildings

New buildings

Shared facilities (Dining hall, IT room, Library, etc.)

General Legend

Covered assembly area

Kitchen/Dining block

Toilet block

Existing toilet

Girls accommodation block

Classroom
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Masterplan Zoning Principles

Sports & Enterprise Zone

Community Buildings Zone

Girls Accommodation Zone

Boys Accommodation Zone

Farming/Gardening Zone

Woodland 
Preservation 

Zone

Teaching Zone (Quadrangles)

Further Teacher

Residential Zone
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Final Masterplan

< to Dampong

New Class BlockExisting Class Block

Forest & Woodland area

New
Girls’

Accom

Head Teacher’s House

Dining Hall

Primary
School

Assembly

Entrance Hall

Girls’
Dorm

Girls’
Bath

Community Campus
(Nursery & Clinic)

Employment
& Enterprise

public
portaloo

Playing Field

Mobile Sport Stands

Sport

Building

possible car parking

(30 spaces)

Basketball
/ Netball

New Entrance
& Avenue

Water Tower

Generator
etc

AACO House

Library/ ITFarming
area

Quadrangle

Boys’
Dorm

New
Boys’

Accom
Boys’
Bath

AACO
Jubilee High School & Community Campus
Draft Masterplan, BDP December 2017

Buildings

Existing buildings

New buildings

Shared facilities (Dining hall, IT room, Library, etc.)

Staff accommodation (Teachers, Warden)

Service rooms (Generator, water tower, etc.)

School Entrance

Temporary Fencing

Landscape

Farming / gardening spaces

Recreation / social spaces

Forest / woodland spaces

Sports (Football, basketball, netball, table tennis)

Landscaped boundary

1m contour

Movement

Existing road

New landscaped avenue

New secondary access road

New paths and walkways

Car parking

AACO
Jubilee High School & Community Campus
Draft Masterplan, BDP December 2017

Buildings

Existing buildings

New buildings

Shared facilities (Dining hall, IT room, Library, etc.)

Staff accommodation (Teachers, Warden)

Service rooms (Generator, water tower, etc.)

School Entrance

Temporary Fencing

Landscape

Farming / gardening spaces

Recreation / social spaces

Forest / woodland spaces

Sports (Football, basketball, netball, table tennis)

Landscaped boundary

1m contour

Movement

Existing road

New landscaped avenue

New secondary access road

New paths and walkways

Car parking

100m

10
0m

^
N

General Legend

The ‘Area Brief’ table in section 3 contains the suggested content for the final 
masterplan. Plans for infrastructure are illustrated in section 7.0.
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Burkina Faso School with metal blind detail

6.1 Design for Purpose
There is an opportunity to apply architecture in a 
pragmatic and purposeful way, creating spaces to meet 
the needs of education, trade, healthcare, as well as 
many other functions. 

Each of these functions require different conditions, 
occupancy requirements, equipment, access criteria, 
amongst other parameters. Offering flexibility for these 
spaces is key.

There is a unique opportunity to use architecture to 
stimulate growth and regeneration in Dampong. Given 
the spirit and energy of the town, there are a wealth of 
resources to build upon.

This section provides a summary of the architectural 
aims and objectives in delivering the new buildings 
across the site.

The design areas have been identified as the following: 

• Design for Purpose

• Design for Inspiration

• Design for Simplicity

• Design for Flexibility

• Design for Dampong

The ideas illustrated over the following pages are 
suggestions for consideration in the development of 
detailed proposals, and to give an impression of the 
aesthetic aspiration. The final detailed building designs 
will reflect local material availability and affordability. 

Ultimately, the scheme needs to deliver a place where 
the staff and pupils of Dampong love to be. 

It is essential that local Ghanian architect and 
engineering skills are utilised to carry out the detailed 
design and working drawings to ensure compliance with 
all local codes, regulations and practices, and to monitor 
the progress of construction works.

6. Architecture

6.2 Design for Inspiration
In any town regeneration and redevelopment programme every member of the community has the opportunity to take 
stock of their position in this change, and decide how they will make a difference to both their own life and the life of 
the town. Here, the architecture has a responsibility to reflect this tide of hope and possibility, and many examples 
exist to be able to achieve this with relatively low-cost and simple means. 

The following framework has informed the approach to achieving inspirational design: 

• Community consultation

• Using the development as a vision for a future Dampong

• Not limiting design to conventional ‘easy-to-build’ structures - traditional materials to be pushed to achieve 
prominent and statement features

• Strategically identifying the primary structure that can be representative of the hope and aspiration linked to the 
development of Dampong

Sri Lanka pavilion designed using local materials, giving locals a unique viewing point into the hills
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6.3 Design for Simplicity
Many of the world’s greatest designs are born from 
simple ideas. Understanding the power of each 
material can be the greatest strength of the design, 
and we must leverage this local knowledge and 
resource in any architectural decision.

In Dampong, simple but effective design will be 
achieved by: 

• Maximising the natural limits of each material - 
timber joists, steel/ timber beams, concrete pads, 
timber/ concrete slab flooring

• Build by man-handling ability - this rapidly simplifies 
the range of design options that can increase the 
efficiency of the design process

• Designing with nature - it is okay in some 
instances to let material finishes extend into the 
environment, where there is a blurred line between 
outdoor and indoor

6.4 Design for Flexibility
The design for Dampong requires efficient and long-
term thinking to ensure the buildings designed are 
adaptable for different uses and functions.

We have used analysis to understand what the 
common criteria of these respective functions are, and 
to inform how each new space should be organised. 
For example, identifying where sharing of physical 
spaces has worked well and which functions should 
be shared or have an adjacency to one another.

6.5 Design for Dampong
Consultation in the design process ensures this 
is a masterplan that is formulated, designed and 
constructed by the town in which it settles. The aim 
is for the architecture to have its own identity from 
historical references to significant village colours. 
Identity cannot be underestimated. 

In order to identify what is unique to Dampong and for 
it to be represented in the architecture, the following 
aspects have been identified: 

• Associative colours

• Historical vernacular use of materials that can be 
identified with Dampong

• The historic scale of construction per building/ unit, 
and how/ why this has changed with time

• Local specialisms in any industry including 
construction

Exposed Beams to integrate 
building with natural 
surroundings

Timber Beams for timber 
decking

Timber Decking

Steel Primary Beam sitting on 
pads without foundations

Structural Cores for 
flexibility and expandability

House for Aboriginal family, 
utilising simple material 
connections and fittings to 
achieve beautiful and effective 
design. 
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Plan diagram showing modular design of the accommodation block with battery storage requirements 

6.6 Proposed Accommodation 
Module
The proposed concept idea for the student 
accommodation block is the home for students for 1 
year at a time. As a result, these spaces are meant 
to be functional, inspiring, simple and flexible, putting 
the student and teacher first. 

We want students and teachers to be at their very 
best and most energised to fulfil their full potential, 
and therefore, the design has been geared around 
comfort, freedom, individuality, and security. 

Verandas on each accommodation block give the 
opportunity to enjoy the outdoor environment whilst 
still being sheltered by the shade of the overhanging 
roofs. We hope that this space will be popular 
amongst students and teachers for reading, private 
chats, and maybe a snooze on a Sunday afternoon. 

The accommodation block is designed to be 
a modular repeatable structure, which can be 
extended depending on the detailed requirements.  
Each student room faces onto a student lobby, 
where benches and notice boards provide for a 
more social and interactive space. This will help 
students to learn to work together and be more 
understanding of each other’s safety and welfare. 

The guardian’s (teacher or prefect) accommodation 
is located at the end, where they have the privacy 
of their own bedrooms, which is critically important 
given their duration and required commitment to the 
school. 

The courtyard arrangement gives students a private 
garden, where we envisage most of the social 
interaction will occur (outside education time). These 
private gardens will be unique for each courtyard, 
offering identity and ownership. 

The courtyards also provide space for planting 
and exposure to nature to improve the overall 
experience. 

Provides 2 No 15 pupil dormitory rooms using triple bunks

Provides 3 teachers bedrooms with space for a desk.

Cupboard for electrics and Photovoltaic (PV) batteries
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Plan of New AACO HQ Building

6.7 Proposed AACO Head 
Quarters Building
The concept idea for the new AACO HQ Building will 
provide comfortable ‘on-site’ living accommodation 
for UK, Ghanian and other visitors.

It will provide meeting rooms and an office base, 
give a stronger site focus, improve the project 
‘image’ for future Government involvement, and 
initiate the wider vision of the project beyond 
teaching.

The widened terrace area will facilitate covered and 
protected outdoor meetings.
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Proposed Accommodation Module

6.8 Aerial Perspective Sketch of ‘Courtyard’ Accommodation / Wash House Block
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161616 7. Sustainable Infrastructure Proposals

This section 7 sets out engineering concept ideas for a 
sustainable infrastructure to serve the campus.  As with the 
architecture, local engineering design skills will be needed 
to carry out detailed design and working drawings to ensure 
compliance with all local codes, standards, and practices 

To support the electrical consumption of the masterplan, an 
estimated demand load suggests around 720kW of electricity 
is required for the fully completed masterplan development. 
This may be provided mainly by Photo-Voltaic (PV) electrical 
generation panels located on the roofs of the buildings being 
served, with cupboards in each building housing batteries, 
to store the electricity generated. The electrical utility mains 
infrastructure (transformer & associated casing) could be sized 
to accommodate the overall load demand (without deduction 
for the PV panels) to cater for periods of PV maintenance or if 
PV’s are not installed in some or all of the buildings. In addition 
and for reliability of supplies the electrical supply, infrastructure 
could be configured to allow a standby generation connection, 
which could come online in the future when funding is 
available.

7.1 Estimated Site Load 
The estimated load for each block or classroom is detailed 
within the Solar PV Systems section later in this chapter. 

Although a self-contained building by building power source 
using local self contained photo-voltaic panels for electricity 
generation is preferred, the site should still be provided with 
mains provision for eventual connection in the future. The 
plantroom housing spatial requirement for such facilities should 
be provided and allowed for within the Masterplan.

The Energy Centre (our name for the central engineering plant 
area) layout demonstrates the likely arrangement / spatial 
requirement for the plantroom.

It is proposed that all engineering plant is housed within a 
central Energy Centre and that electricity is distributed via 
buried cable systems to individual buildings.

The indicative layout for the Energy Centre shows space 
provision for a generator, generator oil tank and transformer for 
the new incoming supply. The layout also includes the space 
requirements for the central water pumping and treatment 
plant for the entire masterplan, keeping electrical and water 
tank/pump areas properly separated and protected in case 
of tank rupture or pipe failure causing a local flood risk to 
electrical gear. 

7.3 Solar PV System and Battery Banks
Electricity generation from solar PV panels is an entirely 
renewable form of generation. Solar energy is converted 
into electrical power and can be utilised in standalone mode 
or incorporated into the regular electrical installation for the 
building. This reduces the load on the electricity distribution 
network and dependence on utilities companies. 

PV panels are highly recommended given the local climate. 
The intensity and duration of sunlight in Accra, Ghana, in kWh/
m² is on average 1.7 times higher per annum than in the UK, 
which generally suggests that PV are a viable option to provide 
a robust power supply. Energy generated from the PV cells 
can be used directly or stored in batteries for use during hours 
of darkness. The DC supply from the PV panels and battery 
would be converted to AC using a number of inverters.

The proposal is to provide roof mounted PV cells on each 
accommodation or classroom block, providing each building 
with its own locally generated supply. That means robust 
locally available power and local utility mains connection to 
each building would power all equipment and lighting loads / 
total demand within the building.

Each building including dining hall etc. could be provided with 
its own electricity cupboard  to store the required batteries 
and inverter to convert energy generated by the PV panels into 
alternating current (AC) electricity suitable for the connected 
electrical devices. 

Each building electrical cupboard could also house an 
electrical consumer unit used to split and distribute electricity 
generated to each block, including lighting or other small 
power demands like fans, computers etc. 

7.2 Mains Supply

and any other additional large load on site. It will also cover 
times when the PV or generating plant is out for maintenance. 
The mains supply for the masterplan should be sourced 
once with built-in facilities to enable local distribution to all 
masterplan buildings. 

To supply electricity to the new buildings, it is recommended 
that a three phase supply is obtained from the nearest district 
substation and stepped down via dedicated local transformers 
located within the proposed Energy Centre (plant room) in the 
future. 

All distribution equipment for the mains supply should be 
installed with modular extensions at each subsequent stage 
of the masterplan for distribution to individual buildings. This 
arrangement would increase distribution efficiency and flexibility 
for serving larger loads.

Energy Centre Layout

Table 7.1: Estimated Site Load

   
Accommodation Blocks 7052 18 126.9
Classroom Blocks 13920 10 139.2
Community Campus (Nurs + Clinic) 50.0
Football Field / Basket Ball Lighting 250.0
External Lighting 10.0
Others (Dinning, Hall etc) 25.0
Estimated Demand 601.1
Incl 20% Future Spare 120.2

     

The overall electrical demand for the site is calculated as per 
table 7.1. This load could be met by a standalone system 
(PV’s, generating set or mains supply) with facilities built-in for a 
combination of mains (utility), generating plant or roof mounted 
PV's, as illustrated in the Electrical Distribution Schematic (pg. 
17), via a seamless auto-change over arrangement. Each 
system will operate independent of each other until such time 
in future (towards the final development of the masterplan) 
when the interlocking systems could be installed if required. 

Site images suggest that a single (wire) phase supply, via 
a pole-mounted transformer, is currently available on site. It 
is proposed that this existing supply is retained and utilised 
within existing kitchens and classrooms where the facilities for 
localised generation do not exist.

The mains supply is sized to cater for the entire site demand 
including “high demand” loads such as the sports floodlighting 
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7.5 Low Energy Lighting
Electrical supply for any street lighting is proposed to be 
supplied by power generated by the PV cells. A street side 
(locked) cupboard / feeder pillar could be provided strategically 
on site, as buildings in each cluster of the masterplan 
come online. This cupboard / feeder pillar, fed by the PV’s 
would house distribution equipment, batteries and inverters 
dedicated to supplying a group of street lights (proportionate to 
the number of roads / paths being lit at each building stage).

The arrangement of cupboards / feeder pillars could be 
networked in the future and connected to the central battery 
system in the energy centre. This network would centralise 
the power generated and direct it to areas where demand is 
paramount on site.

This will minimise the maintenance associated with individual 
batteries mounted on powered street lighting posts. It will 
also remove the issue of post corrosion, which is currently a 
problem on site.

To minimise energy demand throughout the masterplan, it is 
advised that low energy lighting is utilised, using LED lighting 
as a default or low energy lighting lamps throughout. A control 
system should be developed to ensure all lighting is switched 
off when not required, this could be via the use of photocells 
mounted on lighting columns etc.

A typical or single unit sized PV, depending on construction 
and manufacturer have a surface area of between 1.2 and 
1.6m² and generate up to 345 Watts of energy. Putting this 
into perspective a typical classroom block would require about 
40 PV panels occupying around 70m² of the roof space, while 
a typical accommodation block would require about 21 PV 
panels occupying around 35m² of the roof space. This is less 
than half of the accommodation block’s available roof space.

This arrangement could be networked together in the future, 
such that any unused power generated from PV is fed back to 
the masterplan network to be utilised elsewhere on site, before 
requiring the use of mains supply or generator plant. 

A central battery bank installed in the energy centre will 
supply power to all other buildings and site infrastructure. 
If locally available, lead-acid, high duty batteries would be 
recommended, and should be securely stored away from 
external weather conditions. 

Load Type Load (W) No. of Units Total
Interior lighting 76 7 532
Exterior Lighting 100 2 200
Computer 250 2 500
Reading / Bed Lamp 40 18 720
Fans 250 6 1,500
Laptop / Phone Charger 200 18 3,600
Total demand 7,052

Typical Accommodation Block load demand
Load Type Load (W) No. of Units Total
Interior Lighting 76 45 3,420
Computers per class 250 10 2,500
Fans 250 2 500
IT Rich classroom 
Computer

250 30 7,500

Total demand 13,920

Typical Classroom Block load demand

Table 7.4a: Typical Accommodation Block load demand Table 7.4b: Typical Classroom Block load demand

7.4 Generating Sets
Diesel generating sets are recommended as an alternative to 
the mains supply or to cover periods when the mains supply is 
off-line, or of insufficient capacity.

The generating sets could support any requirements 
considered critical, including the clinic, sports field floodlighting 
and any security supply requirements which may be utilised 
during evenings. Local, easily sourced LV generators would be 
well suited for the site.
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Electrical Distribution Schematic

Tables 7.4a and 7.4b detail a summary calculation of 
the anticipated load for each block based on the current 
architectural layout.

The pictorial schematic (bottom left) illustrates the scheme 
proposed. Our recommendation is that each accommodation 
or classroom block will incorporate a services electrical 
cupboard to house the associated inverter and energy storage 
batteries. 

Change over facility

Typical arrangement of 
services zone/riser per 
building, independent of 
mains / generator supply
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The following infrastructure plans should be read in conjunction with the plans 
for buildings in section 5.0. The existing mains electrical supply may be utilised 
(subject to review of existing demand). Modular utilities extensions (cables/
pipework) will be installed, and localised PV on new buildings.

Phase 1 Electrical Infrastructure
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Energy Centre housing generator oil tank, transformer, battery banks. Modular 
utilities extensions (cables/pipework), localised PV on new developments. 
Modular utilities extensions (cables/pipework), localised PV on new 
developments. Sports pitch floodlight substation.

Final Masterplan Electrical Infrastructure
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7.6 Water Supply
Water is currently supplied from a 120 foot deep underground borehole, which 
is pumped to a nearby tank where it is stored before use. To determine a water 
distribution strategy for the development, it will be necessary to establish the 
maximum water yield from the borehole. This is achieved by undertaking a 
drawn down test on the existing borehole.

The results of the test will determine if the existing borehole can support the 
proposed development by simply upgrading the existing borehole pumping 
system to deliver water to a single elevated water tower or smaller localised 
water towers. Upgrading the existing would avoid the more costly option of 
providing a new support borehole. The height of the water tower(s) need to be 
sufficient to provide adequate pressure for showering.

It is assumed that the existing borehole quality is adequate for bathing 
purposes, however, we would recommend that a water analysis is undertaken 
to identify any potential harmful contaminants, which could be dealt with by 
installing additional water treatment.

The proposal would be to utilise and upgrade the existing borehole to maximise 
its yield potential, and only construct an additional borehole as a last resort. 
In the event that a second borehole is required, its location will need careful 
consideration to avoid contamination with the sewage disposal system. The 
distance of 50 meters is considered the absolute minimum to avoid cross 
contamination of the water supply, but expert local opinion will be needed to 
confirm this.

It is anticipated that the maximum water demand will be in the region of 100 
litres/person/day. Based on an occupancy of 602 (540 students and 62 staff), 
a 60m³ storage tank will be required (providing 24 hour storage) for the fully 
developed site. The size of the water storage tank(s) should not be so large that 
it could promote the growth of bacteria, but should be sufficient to provide an 
adequate source of water supply in the event of pump failure. Providing more 
than one storage tank will have the advantage of simpler tank maintenance and 
cleaning. The water level of the water storage tank/tanks will typically fall during 
peak usage hours, but will recover during off-peak periods typical at night.

7.8 Surface Water Run-off
The majority of the rainfall falls primarily during two rainy seasons (April-July 
and October). There is potential to collect water from the roofs of buildings via 
localised water butts which can then be used for local irrigation. Water collected 
in a storage tank could also be used for irrigation of the sports pitch.

Soakaways should be used as a way to manage surface water discharge. 
The purpose is to provide a buffer store for any storm water so that it can 
infiltrate into the soil and bedrock over time. The types of soakaway are rubble/
aggregate filled pits at the end of the drainage pipe. The size of the soakaway 
will be dependent upon the inflow of water (the size or area being drained and 
the frequency, intensity and duration of large rainfall events. Field investigations 
will be required to confirm infiltration rates.

Downpipes can be disconnected from the drainage system and redirected into 
rain gardens/swales. These are relatively small depressions in the ground that 
can act as infiltration points for roof water. Rain gardens could be planted up 
with native vegetation.

Surface water from the main access roads should be managed using drainage 
gullies.

7. Sustainable Infrastructure Proposals

Branch connections from the below ground distribution water main to each 
accommodation block will serve ablution and catering requirements. Water 
would be distributed by gravitational pressure via either a single underground 
main or local radial main depending on the water storage strategy adopted (see 
sketch proposals).

In the event that water quality needs to be improved to meet hygiene 
standards, a local or central water treatment plant could be provided. The 
simplest method would be to provide bacteriological filters on the incoming 
water pipe to each block, but this will ultimately depend on the quality of the 
aquifer.

7.7 Domestic Hot Water
Hot water generation for ablution/catering purposes is to be generated by local 
solar power installations located on the roofs of accommodation blocks.

Singe Water Tower

Dual Water Tanks
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7.9 Sanitation
The existing toilet system consists of bio-fil systems, however the increase 
in scale of the project means that an alternative solution will be required for 
the masterplan expansion. A small scale biological sewage treatment plant 
containing a combination of biodiscs or similar would be a more appropriate 
example of a larger sewage disposal system.

The treatment plants are packaged units and depending on size and type are 
low energy, low noise, emit no odours and are generally very low maintenance, 
although there will be an element of cleaning and maintenance on an annual 
basis that will require vehicular access. The waste itself does not need removal.

The success of these units will be determined by the permeability of the soil 
and its ability to allow the waste water to soak into the ground.

The location of the treatment plant will be dictated by the ground typology, and 
gravity drainage collection system, which should avoid the need for a pumping 
station. The areas near to the road, such as the primary school, community 
campus and sports block are likely to require some pumping, due to the lower 
gradient of the land. The treatment plant must be located a minimum of 50 
meters from the well water abstraction point, to avoid the risk of contamination 
of the water supply. Local specialist expertise will be required to confirm this.

The proposal would be to install two treatment plants, the first by the time 1/3 
of the toilet blocks are built, the second by the time 1/2 of the toilets blocks are 
built, each sized for approximately 30m³/day and suitable for up to 300 people. 
The unit would be of a type that can expand as each block of the development 
is added.

The use of two plants would have the following advantages:

• Spread capital expenditure

• Provide two discharge locations, thus not saturating the soil

• The school can still operate during maintenance

Bio sewage treatment system such as the Klargester Commercial BioDisc (middle) or BioFicient 

Commercial Sewage Treatment Plant (bottom)
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The following infrastructure phasing plans should be read in conjunction with the 
plans for buildings in section 5.0. The existing mains water supply will be utilised 
(subject to review of existing demand); localised small scale drainage interventions 
will be required with provision of new blocks. A temporary septic tank and 
soakaway system could be installed prior to Phase 1 before the installation of a 
modular sewage treatment plant.

Phase 1 Water and Drainage
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The central plantroom / Energy Centre will also house a water pumping and treatment 
plant, an elevated water tower, modular sewerage treatment plant and soakaway 
drainage system. There is potential for a second support borehole, second modular 
sewerage treatment plant and soakaway drainage system. This would allow for the 
removal of the septic tank. Gravity drainage could be used where feasible, draining 
into the forest & woodland area and green area above the playing field. However, the 
primary school and community campus would be likely to require pumps.

Final Masterplan Water and Drainage
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Glossary of Terms

Anaerobic digestion The natural breakdown of organic materials into methane and carbon dioxide gas and fertiliser. 
This takes place naturally, or in an anaerobic digester.

Borehole A deep, narrow hole made in the ground to locate water, or other liquids or gases.

Bracing A support serving to hold up or strengthen a structure.

Downpipe A pipe to carry rainwater from a roof to a drain or to ground level.

Gully A deep channel of water formed in the land.

Hydrostatic The equilibrium of liquids and the pressure exerted by liquid at rest.

Inverter An electronic device that converts direct current (DC) into alternating current (AC).

Load (electrical) The power consumed by a circuit, e.g. By appliances and lights.

Louver A shutter with horizontal slats that are angled to admit light and air, but to keep out rain, direct 
solar radiation, and noise.

Photocells Devices that transfer light energy directly into electrical energy, they produce DC - direct current - 
electricity.

Proliferation Rapid increase in the number or amount of something.

Riser (electrical) A specially allocated space for electrical wiring to 'rise' up a building between floors, in an orderly, 
organised and safe way.

Soakaways A pit, typically filled with brick or rubble, into which waste water is piped so that it drains slowly 
out into the surrounding soil.

Swales Shallow, broad and vegetated depressions, often designed to manage water runoff, filter 
pollutants, and increase rainwater infiltration.

Transformer An electrical device that transfers electrical energy between two or more circuits through 
electromagnetic induction.

Veranda An open porch level with the ground floor, usually a roofed platform.
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Document Revisions Summary

Revision 1 : December 2017:

Girls and boys accommodation blocks separation distance introduced by locating boys accommodation zone on the other side of the teaching/classroom zone

‘Courtyard’ in northwest corner eliminated as too ’tight’

South ‘Courtyard’ replaced with AACO HQ building

Accommodation blocks now using triple bunks and layouts revised with suitable furniture

The six phases of the original masterplan now omitted as it is likely that development will take place on a building by building basis

‘Typical’ building design amended to remove ‘raised’ floors

Engineering infrastructure amended to make each building more independent to minimise early large scale infrastructure needs


